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“Attention! Attention! On the island, you are free to kill or form alliances. If you 
consider yourself weak and do not wish to lose your life in vain on the island, 
you may still withdraw now. It will be too late when you're in imminent danger.” 

At that point, the organizer stopped. The deck fell silent. No one planned to 
withdraw. 

“Very well!” Seeing this, the organizer continued, “Since no one is 
withdrawing, | hereby announce that the competition officially begins! 

“Now, the ferry will circle the island. After arriving at each location, the name 
of that location will be announced, and the team that draws that location will 
disembark. 

“To prevent spoiling the locations, everyone participating in the competition 
will blindfold themselves.” With everything ready, the competition officially 
began. 

Teams disembarked one after another quietly. 

When it was the Shrouded Gate’s turn, Luna deliberately smacked her lips, 
attracting everyone’s attention. Thus, they all learned where the Shrouded 
Gate was. 

Praxis was a mysterious island of Obaro with picturesque scenery, leaving a 
lingering impression on the minds of others and making them get lost in the 
beautiful landscape. 

However, everyone knew that the risk of death often lurked beneath the 
beautiful scenery. Thus, most teams were cautious. Only the Shrouded Gate 
was bold and conspicuous. 

Their starting point was to the west of the island and quickly attracted the 
attention of the Obaro teams lurking in the shadows. The only reason why 
they were not targeted immediately was because of their strength. 



However, as time passed, many teams from the Obaro continent gathered 
together and started to set their eyes on the Shrouded Gate. 

Half an hour later, dozens of teams of over a hundred people rushed toward 
the Shrouded Gate. 

“Florencian, you were quite arrogant on the ferry earlier!” One of the captains 
stepped forward and challenged Luna provocatively. “Unfortunately, there’s no 
one to ensure justice for you on this island.” 

“The Shrouded Gate ends today! You'll be completely wiped out on this 
island!” 

The other team members could not hold back either. 

“Shrouded Gate, you shouldn’t have come to Obaro. Remember not to 
provoke us in your next life!” “Arrogance comes with a price. You'll 
undoubtedly die this time!” 

“The Shrouded Gate is nothing more than a group of stray dogs who think too 
highly of themselves. Today, us Obareans will teach you a lesson!” 

“Shrouded Gate rats, come and meet your doom!” 

The Obaro experts taunted provocatively. 

Marcellus could not hold back and was about to step forward to teach these 
arrogant people a lesson. However, Luna stopped him. 

“I'll handle this. I'll show these Obareans the terror of someone approaching 
the realm of the gods!” 

Luna’s face revealed a smile of death, her tone tinged with a strange 
excitement. 

At some point, a stone-like dagger had appearackiniher pant rhe He 
infarnoUs’Sangui Blade! Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

“Arrogant!” “Ignorant!” 

“You're courting death!” 



The Obaro experts were furious when they saw Luna intending,to faceover 
atuarkeccot them Slone. hey immediately charge forward, yelling and 
shouting. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

“Die!” 

“Your pathetic life is over!” 

“Go to hell, Florencian!*. 

As they yelled, various weapons appeared in their hands. Luna was not 
intimidated and charged into the group. Crash... 

Rip... 

Bam... 

The next moment, she danced gracefully an gstthemlike O ™ beadaful 
butterfly, elegant yet fatal. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Chapter 1292 

Chapter 1292 She was swift and cruel. 

The brilliant glint of the blade was like the Milky Way in the sky. It brought 
about endless blood and killing, sending limbs flying all over and splattering 
blood around. 

“Al” “Ugh...” “Oh...” 

Various screams and pained cries intertwined, creating a gruesome and 
desperate song of slaughter that sent shivers down the spine. 

In just ten seconds, not a single one who challenged Luna managed to 
escape unharmed. Some lost their limbs, some lost their souls, and some died 
on the spot. 

In an instant, the beautiful Praxis Island was turned into an ocean of death, a 
fierce purgatory where endless massacres unfolded. 

It was hard to imagine. With her own strength, Luna managed to kill over a 
dozen Obaro teams. “Y-y-you’re not human!” 



“Demon! S-she’s a demon!” 

“What a terrifying Florencian! She’s the devil!” 

“Run! Run...” 

“I don’t want to die...” 

Luna slaughtered with such intensity that the people were terrified. All the 
people from Obaro were deeply shocked by her strength and fled in all 
directions, crying for their mommies and daddies. 

There was no more pride and arrogance. All that remained were shattered 
debris and shattered hearts. Marcellus and the others were shocked once 
again. 

Although they saw the incredible strength Luna obtained after returning from 
Fleming Manor at the Swallows’ residence, the current scene still shocked 
them 

Luna’s strength now was terrifying! It was enough to break through the 
heavens and shake the martial world! Luna did not bother with the small fry. 
She just wanted to protect Andrius. 

“Don't just stand there.” She put away the Sanguis Blade and said calmly, 
“Help me find the Wolf King.” “Yes!” 

Marcellus and the others finally reacted and followed her orders. 

Such a leader naturally had an imposing presence, J pug the Group! OO: 
mavenal6ag €coastline in search of Andrius‘ team. Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 

“You! Hey, you!” Marcellus grabbed someone and asked, “Have you seen a 
team from Florence?” 

The person was confused but saw that Marcellus’ team Sede 

lorengiahs ahd Ghitted: "No, but even if | did, I’d kill them and eliminate them 
anyway!” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Boom 



It was like adding fuel to the fire. 

Luna simply wiped out the entire team. 

As they walked, they obliterated countless teams. 

Finally, they encountered a blond, blue-eyed man. He had eee ay 

a's gtrentatb bn AGteny and did not dare to act recklessly in front of her, so he 
revealed the truth. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

“| did encounter a few Florencians, but they were besieged and heavily 
injured.” Besieged and heavily injured! Luna instantly erupted when she heard 
those words. 

Rumble- 

A fierce killing intent soared into the sky like a sword piercing the clouds. 

Seagulls scattered, clouds parted, sand and stone flew everywhere, trees 
snapped, and the waves surged. 

At that moment, between heaven and earth, only Luna’s anger remained. A 
demonic aura reappeared in her dazzling pupils. 

Chapter 1293 

Chapter 1293 

Upon hearing the tragic news about Andrius, Luna showed signs of falling into 
deviation again for the first time after she gained significant strength. 

“S—Shrouded Gate Master... 

The man saw Luna’s overwhelming murderous aura and was scared stiff, 
kneeling on the ground. He bowed his head and pleaded, “I’ve told you 
everything | know. Please spare me... 

Luna’s eyes were filled with thick killing intent. “Tell me where they are now. If 
you hide anything, I'll twist your head off!” “T-they’re...” The man hurriedly 
pointed in a direction. “Over there, several kilometers away. You can still 
make it in time!” “Hmph...” 



A heavy breath left Luna’s delicate nostrils. She cast him a cold glance and 
said to Marcellus behind her, “Let’s go!” Whether to kill or spare this man now 
was not important to her. Andrius‘ safety was her top priority. 

Swoosh... 

Upon hearing that Andrius was in danger, Luna’s figure blurred, leaving 
behind a trail of afterimages on the coastline, making it impossible to see her 
clearly. 

Marcellus and the others could not keep up at all. “Master!” Marcellus gasped 
for breath while saying loudly, “The Wolf King is powerful. He should be fine 
for the time being. “If this is a trap and you rush in alone, your life might be in 
danger. Let’s go together so there'll be someone to have your back!” 

Luna did not pause at all and instead sped up. Only her resolute voice echoed 
in the vast space, “If anything happens to my husband, | won’t continue living 
alone, and neither will | spare his killers!” 

Then, her speed increased even more, making Marcellus and the others 
unable to see her shadow. 

“That's...” 

Marcellus exchanged glances with the others and could only smile wryly, 
exerted all their efforts to keep up with Luna. After a while, Luna arrived at the 
location the man had mentioned. 

From a distance, she saw several bodies lying on the ground. Their figures 
were not as bulky as the people from Obaro. They had the silhouettes of 
Florencians. 

Luna’s heart tightened, and she quickened her pace. 

When she turned the four bodies over, she saw that they had mustaches and 
sinister faces characteristic of Jeslandians! 

What a stroke of luck. 

Luna was relieved. With a cold snort, she kicked the body under her feet and 
smashed it in anger. 

She had been too worried earlier. 



Otherwise, she would have noticed that the clothes these people were 
wearing were not the same as Andrius and Noir. The Obaro man earlier did 
not lie. Most Obareans had difficulty distinguishing between Florencians and 
Jeslandians. “Master!” 

“Master, are you okay?” 

Just then, Marcellus and the others caught up. They,we ze igtantlyO m 
raleusdivich they Saw that Luna did not go on a rampage. Visit  to read the 
latest chapter of this novel 

Then, they looked at the bodies of the Jeslandians on the ground and 
breathed a sigh of relief. 

“Any second we're not with the Wolf King is another second he’s in O 

Akane 1 LungiswensbHet blahoe at 

tes team members and votes “Pull yourselves together. We must find him as 
soon as possible!” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

The three responded in unison, “Yes!” 

Trireef Pass was near the edge of Praxis Island oueKene vas Hamed after! | 
thieeniant'rests t was also where Andrius’ team disembarked on the island. 
Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

The four of them had just landed when they were targeted by several experts 
from Obaro. 

Chapter 1294 

Chapter 1294 There were around six teams! It was clear that although the 
drawing lot seemed random, it was actually rigged in advance. 

The location where the Wolf King’s team disembarked had long been privy to 
many experts. They made arrangements and were waiting to catch them off 
guard. 

Andrius and Noir exchanged a look, frowning slightly. 

“Florencian, you shouldn’t have come to Obaro!” 



“You have no right to interfere with Flandom. All of you, go to hell!” Then, a 
fair and slender man approached them. 

“Hehe...” Noir grinned, his white teeth shining. “We didn’t just come to Obaro, 
but we’re also going to teach you a lesson about your arrogance. Remember, 
with your strength, you’re not even worthy of barking like a dog!” 

Then, Noir made his move. 

Like a dark whirlwind, he charged into the man’s team. His footwork was 
seemingly chaotic but actually contained a certain rhythm. It was the supreme 
technique he had learned from the Medicine Sect's classics, possessing 
remarkable strength! 

Bam! Smack! Boom!. 

Noir barreled into the group like a human meat grinder. With just one glance, 
he forced the opponents to retreat continuously and spit blood. 

Half a minute later, two teams were completely subdued by Noir alone. 

While Noir was sweeping through the two teams, the others approached 
Andrius’ group with ill intentions, rubbing their palms and grinning. 

“Arctic Fox, look after her,” Andrius ordered softly and also plunged into the 
crowd. “Fuck, you're actually planning to deal with us alone?” 

“Arrogant! Florencian, you're too arrogant!” 

“You're seeking death!” 

The experts were furious and charged at him. 

Andrius remained calm. There was even a smile on his face. 

What an arrogant group of chickens. Ridiculous. Truly ridiculous! “| call this 
punch-the Might of Florence! 

“I'll teach you the majesty of Florence. Even if we’re thousands of kilometers 
from Flandom, you have no right to criticize us! Death to those who dare!” 

With those words, Andrius clenched his fist and swung it toward an expert's 
fac he, steely Kar ttst aa) instéatlhy Shattered the opponent's jaw, breaking a 



whole row of teeth. The person flew a dozen meters away and died on the 
spot. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

The astonishing power was just the beginning. “| call this punch—Return of 
the Blood Sea! 

“A hundred years ago, you Obareans took advantage of hapararexedie fell 
inta trapg iz) eomrnit Krson, illing, | thu, and all sorts of atrocities. Today, |'ll 
make you experience the vengeance that’s as deep as a sea of blood!” Visit  
to read the latest chapter of this novel 

With that, he threw a punch with a force like a mountain, sweeping away the 
many experts rushing toward him and breaking them into two in mid-air. 

For a moment, blood blossomed, beautiful yet enchanting, full of a macabre 
beauty. “I call this punch—Punishment from Afar!” 

“Florence today is no longer the Florence of many years 0-Yeu.jand deeaying 
mintisé® Gtitthink you're superior and insult Florence, oppressing 
Florencians... with your old Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

“Now, I'll deliver this Punishment from Afar!” 

Chapter 1295 

Chapter 1295 

Andrius spoke coldly and turned around. 

Dozens of experts were already preparing to launch a sneak attack while 
Andrius dealt with the enemies in front. Boom- 

The next second, a burst of inner energy from his fist sent everyone flying. 

The limbs of the experts were shattered in mid-air, and their internal organs 
were completely crushed. Blood sprayed wildly, mixed with countless pieces 
of flesh. It turned the place into a ruthless field of massacre. 

Silence. There was a deathly silence. 

Andrius had been holding in his anger since the ferry. Now that killing was 
justified, he no longer suppressed his inner murderous intent and let it explode 
at this moment. 



All his enmity surged out. 

“Y—-you...” 

The remaining experts were scared out of their wits and trembled as they 
retreated. 

Andrius snorted and ignored them. 

Then, the four gathered again and continued forward. 

Not far away, Alexander led his family experts and swiftly headed to the side. 
Lloyd was also among them, wearing a mask. On the other side, St. Dmitri 
had led his experts and arrived. The two parties quickly gathered. 

“Your Holiness...” Lloyd looked at St. Dmitri with a smile. “The trap has been 
set. The Wolf King is just ahead. How you want to kill him is up to you.” 

St. Dmitri’s somewhat meaningful smile suddenly became alert. He learned all 
the details of his son being crippled. There were many suspicious points. 

Furthermore, just as he was furious, Lloyd and Alexander came to the church 
headquarters and incited him to kill the Wolf King here. 

Was it a trap? “Heh...” St. Dmitri smirked. “Lloyd, the Wolf King is 
extraordinary, but | only brought a few people with me. “lll need your help 
when the real fight starts later.” 

He gestured to the experts behind Alexander with his jaw. “How about you 
send them ahead to test the Wolf King’s strength? It won't be too late for me 
to join afterward!” 

He was trying to drag Lloyd down. 

He would definitely avenge his son, and now was indeed a good opportunity. 

The only problem was Old Hagstorm behind Andrius. 

As long as Lloyd also made a move, the pressure on St. Dmitri would be 
much lighter. Although St. Dmitri was an Obarean, he was very good at 
playing his cards. ‘This old fox...° 



Lloyd cursed in his heart, but his face wore a bright smile. “You must a joking, 
Your 8g. With your 

Peter’ 

shehaty, Healing with the Wolf King should be a piece of cake. However, 
since you've made the request, it'll be inappropriate for me to refuse. Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

“You two.” Lloyd pointed to the two experts and i isi “i Go andséive asttire 
vartgu or His Holiness and test the Wolf King’s strength.” Visit  to read the 
latest chapter of this novel 

“Yes, sir!” 

The two walked toward Andrius’ direction. 

Judging by their aura, they were late-stage Martial Emperor experts. 

At Trireef Pass, Andrius‘ team headed toward the sanctuary after clearing the 
obstacles. Before they could take a few steps, two experts blocked their way. 

“Wolf King...” 

The one on the left towered at two meters with a fierce scar, ele eface, 
exudingar: infirkader@ 20 aura. He 

looked down at Andrius, showing endless contempt. “Your path ends here!? 
Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 
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Chapter 1296 

Andrius narrowed his eyes. 

The auras from these two people showed that they were late-stage Martial 
Emperor experts. Andrius‘ expression turned grim. Swoosh... 

The next second, Andrius took the Argentum Qilin Spear from the Arctic Fox. 



In his current physical condition, winning against two late-stage Martial 
Emperor experts was not an easy task. Using a weapon would save a 
considerable amount of inner energy. 

“A spear?” 

“Even with a spear, you'll still die today!” 

The two experts underestimated Andrius and continued to provoke him. 

“Take care of Ms. Katalina,” Andrius instructed and stepped forward with his 
spear. 

Swoosh... 

He did not want to waste time and immediately executed the fifth form of the 
Burden of Nine Skies. 

The heavy spear felt light as a feather in his hands. With just a slight wave, it 
brought an endless chill and killing intent that covered the entire area. 

“The first act... 

“Worry not about the lack of friends on the road, for who in the world does not 
recognize you! 

“Spear Domination!” 

Andrius‘ voice was cold as iron, and the spear’s momentum was majestic like 
a dragon. 

With a slight sweep, boundless light soared, forcing the two late-stage Martial 
Emperors to be extremely cautious. In just one move, they found themselves 
in a difficult situation. 

Andrius was not satisfied. He had never heard of these two before, so they 
must be rabble. If he did not deal with them quickly, it would be challenging to 
reach the sanctuary in time. 

“The second act... 

“The string of yearning snaps but emotions don’t; the yearning of the falling 
flowers pierce the heart! “Forgetful Autumn Waters!” 



Andrius executed another variation of the fifth form. 

The spear swept and swayed, clearing away demons and banishing evil! 

At that moment, the Argentum Qilin Spear erupted with a flash of breathtaking 
brilliance. The howling wind accompanied by the boundless killing intent made 
the two Flandonian experts feel a deep sense of oppression. 

The attacks were like a surging tide, each wave higher and stronger than the 
last! Boom! Crash! 

In just a few seconds, one was 

stabbed in the left shquider, bleod 

gushing like as paoteke The other took 

a spear to the abdomen, his guts 

spilling out! Visit  to 

read the latest chapter of this novel 

They both fell heavily before Andrius, heavily wounded and no longer had the 
strength to fight. 

“As expected of the Wolf King of Florence.” Not far away, St. Dmitri was 
secretly _owon Goede Help But gigh. He wields the spear without the slightest 
flaw and managed to defeat two opponents in such a short time. However...” 
Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

At that point, a touch of en entered his tone. “Lloyd, Ameke eres 

are a bit it yseless{T woe 

t a were given away to the Wolf ony so easily.” Lloyd was already upset at 
having lost two men. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

With St. Dmitri’s sarcasm, he snapped, “Your Holiness, since you think that 
your people are very capable, why don’t you let them have a go?” 

“Of course.” 



St. Dmitri had a rough understanding of Andrius‘ strength and spoke smugly, 
then signaled a bishop beside him. 

The bishop understood and immediately took two others, heading toward 
Andrius. 

Meanwhile, Andrius defeated the two opponents and took a deep breath, 
preparing to advance. 

Just then, another three people came. 

Furthermore, he sensed that all three of them were late-stage Martial 
Emperors! 

He had just defeated two, but three more came immediately... 

The situation became disadvantageous. 

Chapter 1297 

Chapter 1297 

“Andy!” 

Seeing this, Noir stepped forward. “You've just finished a battle and haven't 
recovered. I'll...” 

Swoosh! 

Before he could finish, Andrius pulled him behind. 

The Argentum Qilin Spear swept across the air in a graceful arc. Though brief, 
it was dazzling and carried a chilling aura. Noir could only take a few steps 
back and protect Katalina with the Arctic Fox. 

“Wolf King, your bravery in facing three opponents alone is commendable.” 
The leading bishop said faintly, a cold smile on his lips. “However, you'll perish 
here today!” 

Then, the trio attacked Andrius from three different directions. Swoosh! 

Whoosh! 



Swish! 

The three were so fast that their movements were barely visible. Andrius‘ eyes 
narrowed, his expression grim. 

These three gave him the same feeling as the priest in the church that day. 
They should all be vampires. In that case, that meant that they were from the 
Sauro Church! 

There was no time to think. 

In the blink of an eye, the three reached Andrius. 

Swoosh- 

Andrius did not dare to be careless and immediately raised the Argentum Qilin 
Spear to counterattack. 

However, what astonished him was that the three were well-versed in his 
spear techniques. Each time, they used their power to counter it perfectly, 
blocking Andrius‘ attacks with the lowest cost. 

Even when Andrius started to use the sixth, then the seventh, and the eighth 
forms, he still could not inflict effective damage on them. 

Furthermore, he had just finished a battle and his inner energy was severely 
depleted, significantly reducing his power. 

The three bishops wore smug smiles after blocking Andrius‘ attacks. “It seems 
the Wolf King doesn’t truly live up to his reputation. 

“Now, it’s our turn!” They took advantage of Andrius having finished all his 
moves and suddenly attacked. Swoosh... 

The person on the left came flying, growing a pair of blood-red wings on his 
back. He made a strange arc in mid-air to avoid Andrius‘ spear and headed 
straight for his left shoulder. 

Two long fangs emerged from his split mouth, sinister and dreadful, emitting a 
faint bloody smell! Whoosh... 

The one on the right was equally fierce. He suddenly spurted a mouthful of 
blood in the air which transformed into numerous bats, flying toward Andrius. 



Each bat was the size of an arm, grotesque and terrifying. Boom- 

The bishop in the center was even more extraordinary. He sudden stood Still 
hisfmouth &dhtir, hen, h (Ghsformed into a blood-colored cloud so that his 
form was indistinguishable. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

The next moment, the cloud rushed toward Andrius. 

Several meters away, Andrius felt his blood surging almost uncontrollably as if 
it wanted to burst out of his veins. Three experts were attacking him together! 

Even with the spear, Andrius was struggling to cope. He could not manage 
attacks from both sides. 

Now, the experts on his left and right had grim Athos s an their faces! and 
thatdg bone in the middle gradually formed a terrifying skeletal hand... Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

Andrius’ blood had the attributes of extreme righteo snessand extteriid 
heatowhiéh Wou undoubtedly cause severe injuries to the vampires. Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

However, Andrius could not let himself get injured! 

His blood had a restraining effect on vampires, but enemies lurked all around 
on this island. If he got injured, it might trigger a butterfly effect and lead to an 
irreparable downturn. Phweet... 

At the critical moment, Andrius’ lips suddenly moved, emitting a mournful 
sound. 

Buzz... 

Swoosh... 

Chapter 1298 

Suddenly, an endless swarm of insects appeared, surrounding Andrius tightly 
like a protective barrier. Swoosh... 

Boom... 

Whoosh... 



The trio’s attacks clashed with the overwhelming swarm of insects, engaging 
in 

fierce combat. 

Andrius seized the opportunity and quickly retreated. 

“Andy, I'll help!” 

“Wolf King, I'll help!” 

Seeing Andrius in danger, both Noir and the Arctic Fox could not remain calm 
and rushed to shield Andrius. 

“Heh... You're like insignificant insects!” The leading bishop dealt with the 
insects and snorted disdainfully. Then, he glanced at Noir and the Arctic Fox, 
saying disdainfully, “Did you two come forward to die?” 

With that, the three closed in again. 

Noir and the Arctic Fox bravely approached but were swiftly repelled, spitting 
blood continuously. They did not even last half a minute. 

Andrius, Noir, and the Arctic Fox were in danger. 

Andrius knew that Noir and the Arctic Fox were no match for the three 
bishops. Thus, he rushed forward again, wielding the Argentum Qilin Spear 
and using the insects to assist him. 

However, the result was the same. 

Bam! 

Andrius was once again pushed back, spitting out blood. During the brief 
contact, he noticed something. 

Whether it was the bats or the eerie blood mist, although they could forcibly 
kill most of the insects, when they absorbed the blood back into their bodies, 
they absorbed some of the living insects along with it. 

Since the insects entered their bodies... There was a chance for a comeback! 
Andrius immediately tried to control them. 



To his disappointment, even though the insects could freely move in their 
blood, it was challenging to control the vampires‘ blood and in turn control 
them. 

It was clear that the three vampires had a different body structure than the 
Florencians. Perhaps they stopped remaining human when they became 
vampires. 

Andrius speculated that vampires had special methods to protect their blood 
from contamination by insects. 

‘Since | can control vampires with insects, I'll use the insects to destroy your 
acupoints, hinder the circulation of blood, and affect the performance of your 
power! 

Andrius soon came up with an idea. Bam! 

Boom- 

Swoosh... 

Just as Andrius was thinking of a plan, Noir and the Arctic Fox were repelled 
again, crashing in front of him. Another arc of blood spewed out from their 
mouths. 

“Noir, Arctic Fox, stand down!” Andrius stepped forward alone Hjs\ 

qsushed toward tHe t ree while he said calmly, “I told you, I'll deal with it 
myself.” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Noir and the Arctic Fox exchanged a look. They struggled to stand up, not 
wanting Andrius to take the risk. 

However, Andrius had already taken out an ancient flute and began to play it. 
It came from the temple in the Murrfield cordillera. Phweet- 

The melodious flute played a strange sound, then became extremely urgent. 

Bzz... 

Countless insects appeared like stars in the night sky, rushing toward the 
three bishops at an incredible speed as if ready to face death. 



“Heh... Do you really think that can hurt us? Foolish! Truly foolish!” 

The leading bishop appeared disdainful when faced wy thea endless 
laudttorituation He could indeed feel several insects enter his body with the 
blood each time, but so what? Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Their cultivation technique was related to their blood, eel gavery) thei 
blgod:stiong fedistance. They could automatically eliminate poisons, let alone 
insects! Thus, they did not care. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Seeing this, Andrius could not help but smirk. 

Chapter 1299 

The three clearly had not realized that a vast number of insects had 
accumulated within their bodies. Once reaching a certain limit, a qualitative 
change in energy would occur. 

Round after round passed. 

“Wolf King...” The bishop was annoyed by the insects and mocked coldly, “Are 
you already at the end of your rope and have to rely on such meager 
methods?” 

“The Wolf King is renowned worldwide, but he’s nothing more than trash. 
Today, he'll undoubtedly fall into our hands. What sensational news.” 

“| can’t wait to taste the blood of the Wolf King. | wonder if it'll really taste like 
that of a mere beast like a wolf?” The three continued to mock and could not 
help but burst into laughter. “Have you laughed enough?” 

Andrius had been secretly manipulating the insects, destroying the three’s 
acupoints. Now, it was like their blood was stored in individual compartments, 
unable to circulate. Without the support of their blood, their techniques were 
greatly compromised! 

The three were stunned when they saw Andrius still standing strong. 

Was the Wolf King tired of life or just too embarrassed to say he wanted to 
die? 

How dare he provoke them at this moment? 



However, before they could retort, Andrius raised the Argentum Qilin Spear 
again and gathered formidable inner energy. Snowflakes fluttered in the air, 
chilling everything around. 

No, they were not snowflakes! 

They were the manifestation of the spear’s aura! 

“You're seeking death!” 

“Ignorant!” 

“Ridiculous!” 

The three bishops believed that Andrius was preparing for a last desperate 
struggle and displayed mocking and contemptuous laughs. 

However, the next second, their laughter froze. 

That was because they realized that their blood could no longer circulate! 
Their invincible blood techniques were rendered ineffective. 

Now, they were no different than ordinary humans! 

Their shock, confusion, and fear finally turned into boundless terror. Swoosh, 
swoosh, swoosh! 

The next second, the sharp tip of the spear touched their chests. The sharp 
inner energy pierced through instantly, sending them flying. 

However, although their hearts were important, they were vampires and thus 
different from humans. This strike only severely wounded them but did not 
immediately kill them. 

Andrius frowned but was undeterred. He advanced again, ready to decapitate 
them. 

Boom- At that moment, a murderous intent descended from behind, 
overwhelming and hopeless. Andrius did not need to turn to know that a 
formidable opponent had arrived. 

Sure enough, as the figure moved casually, the vegetation on both sides 
instantly withered as if all their vitality had been sucked away. 



“Andy, be careful!” 

“Wolf King, be carefull” 

Noir and the Arctic Fox saw this and wanted to intervene, but they were too 
late. They could only yell out a warning. “Hmph!” 

Andrius knew the opponent's strength and did not dare to be careless. 

The Argentum Qilin Spear sparkled with a dazzling light as it,wa mM gupta ee 
° blood-red figure, precise and unstoppable. Visit  to read the latest chapter of 
this novel 

However... Boom- 

The next moment, the opponent slammed his palm onto the m 

anon HrING aS pirate force that bent the Argentum Qilin Spear to a ninety—
degree angle. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Then, infinite power penetrated through the spear and impacted Andrius‘ 
body. 

The spear straightened, and Andrius was flung far away. He sraneke aa 
nepeh oes grand dnd Slid for d Ok of meters on the beach, leaving a deep 
trench before finally coming to a stop. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this 
novel 

“Pet!” 

Chapter 1300 

“PEL” Andrius spat out two mouthfuls of blood, his face ashen. 

The attack was too fierce. It was not something Andrius could endure. He 
struggled to stand up with the Argentum Qilin Spear, facing the figure wearing 
a devil mask. 

It was none other than the Pontiff of the Sauro Church, St. Dmitri! 

He looked at the severely injured Andrius with a cold smile, seemingly 
praising him but was actually full of disdain. “As expected of the Wolf King of 
Florence. Your reaction speed is first-class. 



“Unfortunately, in the face of absolute strength, it’s useless no matter how fast 
your reaction speed is. 

“What a shame. What a shame!” 

With his last few words, the killing intent‘ emanating from him grew stronger, 
and a blood-red light condensed in his hand. Andrius did not respond. He 
narrowed his eyes and stared coldly at the masked expert in front of him. 

He could clearly sense the vast power hidden beneath the opponent's chilling 
words. 

This was undoubtedly a Martial Saint expert. Furthermore, he was likely a 
mid- stage or even late-stage Martial Saint! Such a top-tier expert was beyond 
Andrius‘ current strength. 

“Noir...” Andrius stared at St. Dmitri and instructed, “You and Arctic Fox take 
Princess Katalina away from here. Avoid conflict with enemies as much as 
possible and wait for my return!” 

As soon as Andrius finished speaking, a sense of tragedy and sorrow filled the 
air. 

Noir and the Arctic Fox both knew how powerful the masked figure was. 

“Andy!” Noir was reluctant. “Arctic Fox and | will stay behind to buy you some 
time.’ 

The Arctic Fox also said, “Wolf King, you're the lynchpin of the Lycantroops. 
You can’t die here!” 

The leader of the wandering mercenaries in this foreign land showed an 
astonishing resolve when facing death, all for the sake of protecting Andrius. 

“Don't be so pessimistic. | have my ways to escape.” Andrius frowned and 
snorted, “If you think of me as the Wolf King, then stop hemming and hawing 
here. Hurry and leave!” 

With those words, Noir and the Arctic Fox gritted their teeth and left with 
Katalina. Andrius raised the Argentum Qilin Spear and advanced toward St. 
Dmitri. “Leave?” St. Dmitri’s face was filled with a disdainful expression. “No 
one can leave without my permission. You'll all die here!” 



He knew that all four of these individuals had been present when his son was 
crippled. Therefore, he would not spare a single one of them. 

As soon as he spoke... 

Swoosh... 

The Argentum Qilin Spear in Andrius* hand swept up a cold and icy aura like 
an apocalyptic gale raging for millions of years. It was the eighth form of the 
Burden of Nine Skies, imperceptible and unpredictable! 

At the same time, black clouds caiieked aul St_ Dei, Countless ingecis\swal 
together like clouds, sending shivers down one’s spine. Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 

Andrius understood the opponent’s strength. Therefore, he launched an attack 
on two fronts at the start, trying to find a weakness. 

“Heh...” St. Dmitri sneered. 

The next moment, he clapped his hands. 

With a chant, numerous bloody tentacles emerged from his body and attacked 
the swarm of insects. Hiss... 

The insect cloud collided with the blood-colored puedes ay lted like 
mothesntb-aldmhe? in an instant, they were reduced into puddles of blood 
and emitted cracking sounds. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

It was grim and bloody. There was no resistance at all. In just two seconds, 
the insects that Andrius summoned were completely annihilated by St. Dmitri, 
leaving none behind. St. Dmitri had observed how Andrius dealt with the three 
bishops earlier, so he did not leave any room for opportunities. 

Seeing this, Andrius could not help but feel a chill in his Meat He knew the 
opnoneritt stednigth was formidable, but it exceeded his expectations. St. Visit  
to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Dmitri’s defense seemed invincible and flawless. 

With no other choice, he could only rely on the Burden of Nine Skies. 

 


